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Abstract

Interest has been growing in testing for nonlinearity or chaos in economic data, but
much controversy has arisen about the available results. This paper explores the reasons
for these empirical dilhculties. WC designed and ran a single-blind controlled com~tition
among five highly regarded tests for nonlinearity or chaos with ten simulated data series.
The data generating mechanisms include linear processes,chaotic recursions, and nonchaotic stochastic processes;and both large and small samples were included in the
experiment. The data serieswere produced in a single blind manner by the com~tition
manager and sent by e-mail, without identifying information, to the experiment participants. Each such participant is an acknowledged expert in one of the tests and
a possible vested interest in producing the best possible results with that one test. The
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we reveal the results of a single-blind controlled competition, in
which we compare the power of five highly regarded tests for nonlinearity or
chaos against various alternatives. The data used in this competition was
simulated data, produced from five diterent generating models and two different
sample sizes with each of those models. Hence there were ten samples involved
in the complete competition. One model, and hence two of the data sets, was
purely deterministic (and chaotic). The other four models, and hence eight of the
data sets, were stochastic processes, in which the randomness was produced by
Monte Carlo methods. One of the stochastic processes was linear, while the
other three were nonlinear, but not chaotic. Although the same five generating
models were used to produce both sample sizes, the participants in the experiment were not aware of that fact. Hence the participants had no reason to
believe that fewer than 10 generating models were used to produce the simulated
data.
The data were generated at Washington University in St. Louis and sent by
electronic mail to the participants in the experiment. Those participants were
provided with no information regarding the nature of the simulated data. Each
participant used one test to analyze each of the data series. Throughout the
competition, William Barnett and Mark Jensen at Washington University
served as the competition managers by generating the data. The competition
managers were the only participants having any knowledge of the nature of the
data. They did not reveal the generating models to the other participants until
the competition was complete and all results from all participants had been
received.
Only one of the tests used in this competition (the BDS test) was run at
Washington University, and that test is one which is available in a widely used
computer program written by W.D. Dechert. We acquired the computer program from William Brock and report the results acquired with that program.
The simu!ated data are available to anyone who might wish to replicate the
reported results with the BDS test. The other five tests are more complicated to
run and possibly could have been prejudiced in some ways, if the generating
model were known to the person running the test. Hence each of those tests was
run by a competition participant who was supplied with no prior information
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about the generating models. In addition, each of those participants has established expertise in the test that he ran and a possible vested interest in producing
the best possible results with the particular test that he ran. In three of those
cases, the participant was among the originators of the test, and in the remaining
case the participant has produced and used a computer program that is especially well suited to conducting that test.
All five of the tests used in this competition are purported to be useful with
noisy data of moderate sample size. The two sample sizes used in this competition were intended to include a sample of small size relative to the capabilities
of the tests and a sample of large size. The computational cost of running some
of these tests with the large sample was very high. With one of the tests, months
of execution time on a workstation were needed to complete the test with each of
the five large sample data sets. These computational costs limited to five the
number of generating models that reasonably could be used to produce the
simulated data in the competition, at least in the large sample case.
In recent years there has been growing interest in testing for both chaotic and
nonchaotic nonlinearity in economic data, but much disagreement and controversy have arisen about the available results. For example, Barnett and Chen
(1986, 1988a, b) claimed a successful detection of chaos. That conclusion was
further confirmed with the same data by DeCoster and Mitchell (1991a, 1994),
who also contributed relevant theory in DeCoster and Mitchell (1991b, 1992).
However, the finding was subsequently disputed by Ramsey et al. (1990) and
Ramsey and Rothman (1994) who also raise questions regarding virtually all of
the other published tests of chaos. Various replies have been published, including those of Bartlett and Hinich (1992.1993) and that of DeCoster and Mitchell
(1994). Further results relevant to those controversies recently were provided by
Serletis (199.5). in short, there ;: little agreement about the existence of chaos or
even of nonlinearity in economic data, and some economists continue to insist
that linearity remains a good assumption for all economic time series, despite
the fact that economic theory provides little support for the assumption of
linearity. This paper explores the reasons for these empirical difficulties.
Results may be difficult to find that are consistent across variations in sample
size. test method, and aggregation. That possibility was the subject of Barnett
et al. (1995), who used five of the most widely used tests for nonlinearity or chaos
with various monetary aggregate data series of various samp!e sizes and acquired results that differed across tests and over sample sizes, as well as over the
statistical index number formulas used to aggregate over the same component
data. These conclusions applied to the tests for nonchaotic nonlinearity as well
as to the tests for chaos.
It is possible that none of these tests completely dominates the other, since
some tests may have higher power against certain alternatives than other tests.
This competition was designed for the purpose of exploring the relative powers
of the five tests used by Barnett et al. (1995) against various alternatives and

to investigate the various possible explanations for the existence of so
much controversy regarding the available tests for chaotic and nonchaotic
nonlinearity.

2. Data generation

The sample sizes generated consisted of a ‘small sample’ of size 380 and
a ‘large sample’ of size 2000. The observations were produced with each of the
two sample sizes from each of the following live models.

Model I is the fully deterministic, chaotic Feigenbaum recursion of the form:
2’1= 3.575 --,(I - !‘t - *),

where the initial condition was set it JO = 0.7
Model II:

Model II is a GARCH

process of the following form:

J, = ll:“u,.
where II, is defined by
il, = I + O.l$

, + 0.8/z, - , ,

wtth ho = 1 and y. = 0.

Model III is a nonlinear moving average (NLMAf
form:

process of the following

r’, = u, + 0.8u, - Ill,-- 2.

Model IV is an ARCH process of the following form:
!‘, = (1 + o.sJ+- I)‘%,,
with the value of the initial observation set at y. = 0.

Model V is an ARMA
y,=0.8y,-1

model of the form:

+0.15.L2

with ~~ = 1 and .rl = 0.7.

+I(, +0.314,- I,

With the four stochastic models. the white noise disturbances, u,, are sampled
independently from a standard normal distribution. Those white noise disturbances were generated using the fast acceptance-region algorithm of Kinderman
and Ramage (1976). with the initial seed value set by the clock of the computer at
the time the program was run.’ Of the five generating models, only Model V is
linear. only Model i is chaotic. and only Model i is noise free. The simulated
data is available online in the Working Paper Archive maintained at Washington University.’
in evaluating the results with the tests included in this competition, we need
to know what hypotheses are satistied by design in each of the five cases
defined above. The hypotheses that are relevant to the tests used in this
competition arc: linear process, linear process in the mean rciative to an
information set. Gaussian process, chaotic, and third order nonlinear dependent process. Those terms are defined in Section 3.2 below. Model V is the
only linear process and the only Gaussian process, although models II and
IV are linear in the mean.3 Only Model I is chaotic. Models IL IV, and V
are linear in the mean. Models 1 and 111 exhibit third order nonlinear dependence.’

3. Backgroun$

We use five inference methods to test for stochastic nonlinearity or deterministic chaos with the simulated noisy data: the Hinicb bispectsum test, the BBS
test, the Lyapunov exponent estimator of Nychka et al. (1992). White’s test, and
Kaplan’s test. We chose those tests as a result of their high repute among tests
for nonlinearity and chaos.
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3.1. The mts
In this competition, we use tests derived for use with noisy data. The Hinich
bispectral test is a test in the frequency domain of flatness of the bispectrum. The
sampling properties of the test statistic are known. and the approach is based
upon conventional time series inference methodology. The test was run by
Hinich in Austin, Texas, without knowledge of the models that generated the
data. The BDS test is a test for whiteness, which can be used to test for residual
nonlinear structure, after linear structure has been removed through prior
prewhitening. The test was run by Mark Jensen at Washington University.
Although he was aware of the generating models, he used the BDS test program
that has been supplied widely on floppy disk by the originators of the BDS test
and was programmed by W.D. Dechert. We acquired the program from William
Brock. The NEGM (Nychka, Ellner, Gallant, and McCaffrey) test is a nonparametric test for positivity of the maximum Lyapunov exponent.5 The
NEGM test was run by Gallant in North Carolina without knowlcdgc of the
models that generated the data. White’s test is a test for nonlinearity, and was
run by Jochen Jungeilgeswithout knowledgeof the modelsthat generatedthe
data. He used his own program, which implements White’s test. Kaplan’s test
can be used to test either for nonlinearity or for more focused special cases of
nonlinearity. In this competition that test was used as a test for general
nonlinearity. Kaplan’s test was run by Kaplan in Quebec without knowledge of
the models that generated the data.
By using conventional stochastic process methods for testing for nonlinear
dynamics, we largely are limited to tests for general nonlinearity, which is
necessary but not sufficient for chaos. There are three particularly well known
tests currently in use for testing for nonlinearity: the BDS (Brock et al. (1996))
test, White’s neural network test, and the Hinich bispectrum test.”
The BDS test provides an important advance in testing for stochastic dependence, and hence the BDS test is a significant new contribution to the field of
statistics. But the BDS test does not currently provide a direct test either for

nonlinearityor for chaos,sincethe samplingdistribution of the test statistic is
not known, eitherin finite samples or asymptotically,

under the null hypothesis
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of nonlinearity, linearity, chaos, or the lack of chaos. The asymptotic distribution is known under the null of independence.
ence the hypotheses of non
earity and chaos are nested within the altern ve hypothesis, which inclu
both nonwhite linear and nonwhite nonlinear processes.
Nevertheless, it is possible to use the BDS test to test any parametric
stcchastic process against the remaining alternatives, if the paraaetric process
null has been removed from the data by prefiltering. For example, if all linear
possibilities have been removed by fitting an ARIMA model, the
be used to test the residuals for remaining nonlinear dependence.
Similarly, if all nonchaotic possibilities could be removed by fi
possible nonchaotic model, the BDS test could be used to test the residuals for
remaining chaotic dependence. But filtering out all possible nonchaotic possibilities with certainty seems to be beyond the state of the art. Hence it is not clear
how the BDS test can be used to produce a convincing inference regarding noisy
chaos. For a formal definition of noisy chaos, see Nychka et al. (1992).
Filtering out all linear possibilities with certainty is difficult at best, but
nevertheless prefiltering by ARlMA fit is often viewed as a reputable means of
linear prewhitening, and hence we use the BDS test to test for re
Nina
nonlinear dependence in the residuals of an ARIMA process fitted
the
Box-Jenkins approach.7 There have been a number of other recent attempts to
apply the BDS test to nonlinearity testing of filtered dats. For one sue
interesting example, see Scheinkman and LeBaron (1989). Despite our reservations regarding the usefulness of the BDS test in testing for chaos, we do believe
that the BDS test produces a viable test of linearity against the omnibus
alternative of nonlinearity, when the data is prefiltered by ARIMA fit. We use
the BDS test for that purpose.
The Hinich bispectrum approach provides a direct test for ao~iinearity as
weli as a direct test for Gaussianity, since Hinich’s approach produces a test
statistic having known asymptotic sampling distribution under the null of
linearity, as well as another test statistic having known asymptotic sampling
distribution under the null of Gaussianity. However, the alternative hypo
is not as broad as that for the BDS test, as defined in Brock et al. (1996).”
the bispectrum test, the alternative hypothesis is all nonlinear processes
having nonflat bispectrum. However, there are some nonlinear pr
playing nonflat polyspectra only at the trispectrum or higher order
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bispectrum test has zero power against some forms of nonlinearity. In such
cases, the nonlinearity often can be detected by subsequently running the
trispectrum test of Dalle Molle and Hinich (1991, 1995) or of Walden and
Williams (1993). The sample size requirements of the trispectrum test are
formidable. The BDS test, on the other hand, has high power against a vast class
of nonlinehr alternatives.
In the next section, we describe the Hinich bispectrum approach, which is
related to the Subba Rao and Gabr (1980) approach. It should be observed that
Hinich (1996) has a related newer test, which is an analog to the bispectrum test,
but in the rime domain. Although that newer test may have power against
a broader alternative than the frequency domain bispectrum test, Hinich’s newer
test is not yet as widely known as his popular bispectrum test. As a result, we
have not included Hinich’s newer test in this competition.
White’s test uses neural net methods to test for nonlinearity. A connection
exists between the White test, which we use as a candidate for a test of
nonlinearity, and the NEGM test for chaos, since the NEGM test uses a neural
net as a data model configured as a predictor before testing for chaos with the
resulting fitted neural net. Since chaos is a stronger hypothesis than nonlinearity. the connection between the two tests could be useful in sequential testing.
In particular, if nonlinearity is rejected with the White test, then there is
diminished reason to proceed further with the NEGM test for chaos, since chaos
is a strictly nested special case of nonlinearity.
While the BDS, White, and Hinich tests currently are among the best known
tests available for testing nonlinearity in noisy data, we believe that there
currently is only one well established candidate for a test for chaotic signal in
small samples of noisy data. That is the NEGM test.“ We describe the NEGM
test in a later section below.
A new test that examines the evidence for the continuity of dynamical maps
has recently been proposed by Kaplan (1993). At present, Kaplan’s test has not
been subjected to the extensive Monte Carlo comparisons that are available for
the NEGM test. The Kaplan test compares a test statistic computed directly
from the data with the test statistic produced from surrogate data. In our
application of his approach, the surrogate data are produced from linear
processes having the same histogram and an almost identical autocorrelation
function as the actual data. The null hypothesis is linearity of the dynamics
found in the data. owever, depending on the manner in which the surrogate
data is produced, the method appears relevant to investigating more sharply
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If (s(t)f- is a zero mean third-order stationary time series, then the mean
11.~= E[.u(r)] = 0. the second-order autocovariance ~.~.&i) = E[s(r + m).u(r)
and the third-order autocovariances czsx(.s,I’) = E[s(t +- r)s(t + s)Y(~)] are independent of t.“’ If cs&i) = 0 for all nonzero 111,the series is white noise.
define a pure (also called ‘strict’ sense) white noise series as a white noise pr
in which s(u,) . . . . ..Y(H~) are independent random variables for all values of
II ,. . . . , IZ,~.All pure white noise series are white. All white noise series are not
pure white noise. However, Gaussian white noise series are necessarily pure
white noise series.
In addition to stationarity, whiteness, and pure whiteness. linearity is another
often assumed property of a time series. The conventional definition of a line
stochastic process is a linear filter of indcpenderlt and idellticaliy distribute
inputs. An ARIMA process is a finite-order linear filter, while a first degree
Volterra expansion (with zero higher degree Volterra kcrnals) is in~nite dimensional and sparls the space of linear Filters.’ ’ In some def~niti~~~lsof linearity, the
innovations arc assumed to be white noise martingale dilferences. since the
linear predictor is the best predictor in that case. owever, we c~~nf~~rrnto t
more conventional definition requiring independe
and identically distribute
inputs.
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A related property of a process is ‘linearity in the mean’ relative to an
information set. Such a process has a conditional mean function that is a linear
funclion of the elements of the information set. For a formal definition of
linearity in the mean, see Lee et al. (1993. Section 1). The information set usually
contains lagged observations on the process. A process that is not linear in the
mean is said to exhibit ‘neglected nonlinearity’. A process that is linear is also
linear in the mean, but the converse need not be true. Similarly a process is
Gaussian in the mean relative to an information set, if the distribution cf the
process conditionally upon the information set is a Gaussian process.
A further special case of nonlinearity is third-order nonlinear dependence,
which we shall define as a frequency domain concept. We define a process to
exhibit third-order nonlinear dependence, if the skewness function in the frequency domain is not flat as a function of frequency pairs. A formal definition of
the skewness function is provided below in Eq. (4.2). This form of nonlinearity is
called third-order. since the skewness function is a normalization of the Fourier
transform of the third-order autocovariances. That Fourier transform is called
the hi<,-ectrum, and is the third-order polyspectrum.”
Many researchers implicitly assume the errors of their models are Gaussian,
and test for pure white noise by using the covariance function c.~.&)I),but ignore
the information regarding possible nonlinear relationships which arc found in
the third-order moments c~~.~.~(.s,
I’). The above discussion suggests the need to
test for both nonlinearity and Gaussianity, in additicrn to testing in the usual
manners for whiteness. In addition, unconditional properties riced to be distinguished from those that arc ‘in the mean’ and those that are third order.

4. The Hinich bis

Iiinich (1982) argues that the bispectrum in the frequency domain is easier to
interpret than the multiplicity
of third-order moments (c.~.&, s): s Q I’,
I’= 0.1,2, . . . ,f in the time domain. For frequencies ,1; and ,1; in the principal
domain
s-2= I( .1;..12): 0 c.1; < OS,./2 <.f;. 21; +.f

c i 1.

the bispectrum. B,,,( .1;,./& is defined by
B,,,( ,f,..li) =

i

i

,=-- , s= ,

csss(r, s)exp[ - i2n(,1;r +.Irs)].

(4.1)
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The bispectrum is the double Fourier transformation
of the third-order
moments function and is the third-order polys~cctrum. The regular power
spectrum is the second-order polyspectrum and is a function of only one
frequency.
The skewness function f ( ,f;..Iz) is defined in terms of the bispectrum as
follows:

mftJ2)= IR.s,,(f;,J;)/“/S,,(.ft)
ss.s(.fz)
&.s(fl+.a.
where S,,( ,f’) is the (ordinary power) spectrum of s(t) at frequency I: Since t
bispectrum is complex valued, the absolute value (vertical) lines in Eq. (4.2)
designate modulus. Rrillinger (1965) proves that the skewness function I‘( ,f,
is constant over all frequencies ( ,{,,.fZ)~ Q if {s(t); is linear; while r( J;, .f;) is
at zero over all frequencies if .(x(t)] is Gaussian. Linearity and Gaussianity can
be tested using a sample estimator of the skewness function f( .f;,fz).
observe that those flatness conditions are necessary but not sufficient for gen
linearity and Gaussianity, respectively. On the other hand, flatness of
skewness function is necessary and sufficient for third-order nonlinear de
ence. as defined in Section 3.2.
The Hinich (1982) ‘linearity test’ tests the null hypothesis that the skewness function is flat, and hence is a test of lack of third-order nonlinear
dependence. For details of the test. see inich (1982). ~linich and Patterson
(1985,1989), and Ashley et al. (1986). In particular, the final transformed test
statistic is distributed as a standard normal random variate under the null
hypotheses of flat skewness function. When the null is Gaussianity, a related test
statistic is denoted by H and is a standard normal random variate under the
null.‘” When the null is absence of third-order nonlinear dependence, the test
statistic is denoted by Z. In both cases. the distribution of the standard normal is
used to produce a one sided test, in which the null is rejected if the test statistic is
large. ’ a
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The details of the RDS test (Rrock et al.. 1996) are well known in the literature.
The test uses the correlation function (also called the correlation integral) as the
test statistic. This choice is in contrast to the Grassberger--Procaccia test, which
uses the correlation dimension. The correlation function is needed in deriving
the correlation dimension. but the two are not the same.‘”
While correlation dimension is potentially very useful in testing for chaos. the
sampling properties of the Grassberger--Procaccia correlation dimension are
anknown. The BDS test uses the correlation function (not the correlation
dimension) as the test statistic. The asymptotic distribution of the correlation
function is known under the null hypothesis of pure whiteness. As a result, the
BDS test can be used to produce a formal statistical test of whiteness against
general dependence. owever. the sampling distribution of the RDS test statistic
is not known under the nulls ofchaos. nonlinearity. or linearity We are left with
the uncomfortable choice between the correlation dimension, wtL*:h produces
a direct test for chaos. but only when no stochastic shocks exist \:ithin the
model. or the correlation function, which does have known sampling pr >pcrties
when there are stochastic shocks within the model, but only under a different
null hypothesis (i.e., pure whiteness).
Nevertheless. the BDS test can be used to produce indirect evidence about
nonlinearity. In particular. an ARIMA process can be fitted to the data in an
attempt to remove linear structure. The BDS test then can be used to determine
whether there is evidence of remaining dependence in the data. If all linear
deperidence has already been removed, then any remaining dependence must be
nonlinear. “’ We use the Box-Jenkins approach to fit an ARIMA (Lj, k) model to
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A method of testing for chaos is to compute the dominant Lyapunov exponent. Testing for a positive value for that exponent for a bounded system is
equivalent to testing for the sensitivity to initial conditions property of chaos.
ence, testing for positivity of that exponent produces a direct test for chaos.
timating that exponent fall into two classes: the Jacobian
!lner et al. (1991)) and the direct method. In the past, such
pphed deterministically. In physics experiments with very
large sample sizes and no stochastic shocks internal to the system, noise in the
data could be tittered out (see, e.g., Smith (1992)) and the Lyapunov exponent
computed by one of the two approaches. Recently an estimator became available which is ~~pp~icab~ewith more modest sample sizes and with systems
c~~~ta~~inEinternal stochastic shocks. The approach is presented and explore
with simn~ated data and biological data by Nychka et al. (1992). The ~ipproac
proceeds as follows.
Consider the nonline~~r autoregressive model of the form

for 1 d t d N. where 1, is the time delay parameter, ri is the length of the
autoregression. and (s,) are real valued.” Here ,I’ is a smooth. unknown
function, and (e,: is a sequence of independent random variables with zero mean
and unkno~v~ constant variance. While (6.1) itself is an unlikely data generating
uelle, 1985) for dynamical systems
model. Takens’ theorem (
stales that in this class of nonlinear autoregressions there exists at least one
model that can track any deterministic chaotic solution on an attractor with
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the precision of the point estimate of (L, rl). We find the NEGM sensitivity plot
to be especially useful, and hence we supply only that plot, both for our large
and small samples, in the cases in which evidence of chaos was found with the
NEGM test. That plot is an indication of the sensitivity of ?. to variations in
0 about the least squares estimate at various settings of (L, tl).
The procedure for producing the NEGM sensitivity plot is the following. For
each setting of (L, d), where L = 1,2, . . . ,5 and d = 1,2, . . . ,6, the value, of (1that
minimizes GCV conditionally upon (L, d) is found. Let cj(L, d) be that value. The
estimation of 0 proccedcd by first narrowing down the estimates of that vector
to 20 possibilities, through a nested optimization procedure. The one among the
20 that minimized least squares then was selected as the optimum estimate. In
the NEGM sensitivity plot, box plots are displayed indicating the range of
values of the estimated dominant Lyapunov exponent at each setting of (L, d).
with y set at Lj(L, d). The range within the box was acquired at each such setting
of (L, (1,4) by varying II over the 20 possibilities for 0 attained through the nested
iteration.‘”
The scatter within any such box illustrates the numerical stability of recovcring a similar estimate of i., when only the starting values of 0 are varied. Moving
between boxes indicates the sensitivity of the estimate of E.to variations in (L, tl).

In White’s test, the time series is fitted by a single hidden-layer feed-forward
neural network, which is used to determine whether any nonlinear structure
remains in the residuals of an AR process fitted to the same time series. Recent
simulation studies have produced evidence that White’s test against nonlinearity, based upon that model of the process, has power against a variety of
nonlinear processes. The null hypothesis for the test is linearity in the mean
(relative to the information set of lagged observations). All results using White’s
test were obtained using an implementation of White’s test, pr~~~rilrllmcd and
applied in this competition by Jochen Junpcilgcs.
The test procedure applied is essentially due to Halbert White, who proposed
his neural network test in White (1989a. b). Etl’orts to study the operational
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characteristics of this test against nonlinearity in the mean were un
Y
Lee et al. (1393) and Jungeilges (1996). These studies demonstrate that the test
has appropriate size as well as power against various ty s of nonlinearity in the
mean. Details of the algorithm used are given in Jungeilges (1996).
The rationale for White’s test can be summarized as follows: under
hypothesis of linearity in the mean, the residuals obtained by applying a lin
filter to the process should not be correlated with any measurable function of
history of the process. White’s test uses a fitted neural net to produce
measurable function of the process’s history and an AR process as the lin
filter. White’s method then tests the hypothesis that the fitted function does not
correlate with the residuals of the AR process. The resulting test st
asymptotic chi squared distribution under the null of linearity in t
Lee et al. (1993, Section 2) for a presentation of the test statistic’s
computation method.
The formal test is conditional upon the choice of a direction, and in White’s
method the direction in which the test looks for nonlinearity is chosen at
dom.‘7 See, e.g., White (1989a) and Kuan and White (1991) for details. In
bite (Y989b), it is pointed out that under certain assumptions the parameters
the network do not have to be estimated. White argues that a procedure
inv~tving regression and the extraction of principal components leads to an
~lsyrnptotic~~~~yequivalent test procedure. See White (1989b), Lee et al. (1993),
and Jungeilges (1993).
The order of the AR process is chosen by a conventional selection criterion.
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. 1

n test

We begin our discussion of the Kaplan test by reviewing its origins in the
chaos hteraturc, ~~lt~~~~l~g~
the test is used in this com~tition as a test of linear
stochastic process against general non~ine~lr~ty, whether or not noisy or chaotic.
In the case of chaos, a time series ~1st of the output of a chaotic syste
cult to distinguish visually from a stochastic process.

known that plots of the solution paths in phase space (x, + , plotted against
s, and lagged values of x,) often reveal deterministic structure that was not
evident in a plot of s, versus r. A test based upon continuity in phase space has
been proposed by Daniel Kaplan. For a detailed discussion of the implementation used in this competition, see Barnett et al. ( 1996).2n
Briefly he has used the fact that deterministic solution paths, unlike stochastic
processes, have the following property: points that are ;learby are also nearby
under their image in phase space. 29 Using this fact, he has produced a test
statistic, which has a strictly positive lower bound for a stochastic process, but
not for a deterministic solution path.3” By computing the test statistic from an
adequately large number of linear processes that plausibly might have produced
the data, the approach can be used to test for linearity against the alternative ol”
noisy nonlinear dynamics. The procedure involves producing linear stochastic
process surrogates for the data and determining whether the surrogates or
a noisy continuous nonlinear dynamical solution path better describe the data.
Liricarity is rejected, if the value of the test statistic from the surrogates is never
small enough relative to the value of the statistic computed from the data.
More formally stated, the procedure is the following. If we define the vectorx,
= (s,. A-,-r, St Zr, . . . ,.Y, - ,,,t- , ,J embedded in In-dimensional ‘phase space’. then
there is a recursive function giving s,, C=, f(x,) with the fixed positive integer
time delay r’. Here s, +t is called the ‘image’ of the point .u, in phase space. For
perfectly deterministic @ems with a continuousSL nearby points in nt-dimensional phase space will have nearby images. For a stochastic system, on the
other hand, nearby points in phase space may have very different images.
In terms of the delta-epsilon proofs of continuity familiar from calculus,
distance in phase space plays the role of S, and distance of the images plays the
role of i:. For a give], choice of embedding dimension 111,one calculates
fSi.j= IXi - ~,jl and t:ij = Ixi+ r - Xj +,I, for all pairs of time subscripts (iJ). The
average of the values of I:ij over those (i,,j) satisfying 6, < I’ is defined to be E(r).
For a perfectly deterministic system with continuous 1; one expects to have
E(r)

-+ 0 as

r +

0.

Kaplan’s test statistic K is the limit of E(r) as r + 0. For a system that is not
perfectly deterministic, one way of interpreting the nonzero value of K is as
a goodness of fit measure from fitting a continuous model of some fixed order to
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an infinite amount of data (so that overfitting was not an issue). If this measure
of fit is smaller for the data than for surrogate data generated from a model that
satisfies a stated null hypothesis, then there is evidence that the null hypothesis
should be rejected. In order to test for linear dynamics, Kaplan generated 20
linear surrogates, produced to have the same histogram and a similar autocorrelation function as the actual simulated data used in this com~tition. The time
series were embedded in 1, 2, 3, and 4 dimensional spaces.3’
Two methods exist for computing the minimum value of K consistent with t
surrogates. The simplest method is to compute the minimum value of K from
the finite number of surrogates, and impute that to the population of surrogates
consistent with the procedure. A more appealing approach is to compute the
mean and standard error of the vaiucs of K from the sample of 20 surrogates and
then subtract a multiple (conventionally 2 or 3) of the standard error from the
mean to get an estimate of the population minimum. Using a multiple of 2, the
conclusions reached below from the Kaplan test are the same for either of the
two methods. In the tabulated results, we provide both the minimum value of
K from the 20 surrogates and the mean and variance of K from the surrogates.
Under the assumption of normality of the distribution of K from the population
of surrogates, conclusions could be reached about statistical significance. But we
do not provide such an interpretation, since the normality assumption may be
a poor approximation, and not enough surrogates were generated to produce
a Monte Carlo inference about statistical inference.j’

9. Results
9.1. Orewiew

The following is a summary of the successesand failures of each of the tests in
the competition, with each test judged relative to the null that it is designed to
test. More detailed discussion follows.
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The Hinich bispectrum test is a test of the null hypothesis of lack of thirdorder nonlinear dependence. With the small sample. the test was correct in three
out of the five cases an,’ ‘ailed in two of the cases. With the large sample, the test
was correct in three of the five cases, failed in one case, and was ambiguous in
one case. The associated Gaussianity test, is a test of a necessary and not
sufficient condition for Gaussianity and hence can reject but not accept. Judging
the test on its rejections of Gaussianity, the small sample results produced only
two rejections, and both were correct rejections. With the small sample, the test
produced four rejections, and all four were valid rejections.
The BDS test entered into this competition is a test of the null hypothesis of
linearity of the process. 33 With the small sample, the test was correct in two
cases out of five and ambiguous in the other three. With the large sample, the
test was correct in all five cases.
The NEGM test is a test of the null hypothesis of chaos. The test was correct
in all five small sample cases and all five large sample cases.
White’s test is a test of the null of linearity in the mean. in the small sample
cases, the test was correct in four out of the five cases, and failed in the remaining
case. In the large sample cases, White’s test again was correct in four out of the
five cases, and failed in one case.
Kaplan’s test is a test of the null hypothesis of linearity of the process.3J The
test was correct in all five cases both with small samples and large samples.
9.2. Rmrlts with the Hirlich test

Tables 1 and 2 provide the resuits of the Hinich test without prewhitening.
The tests are one sided. so that the hypotheses are rejected if the test statistics are
‘large’, perhaps exceeding 2 or 3 by conventional standards. R.ecall that the null
for the Hinich ‘linearity’ test actually is lack of third-order nonlinear dcpendence, and ARCH and GARCH processes with Gaussian innovations do not
exhibit third-order nonlinear dependence. Hence in the discussion below and
the table, the word ‘linearity’ should be understood to mean absence of thirdorder nonlinear dependence. Also recall that the Gaussianity test is a test for
a necessary but not sufficient condition for Gaussianity, so that strictly speaking
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the test can reject but cannot accept Gaussianity. We nevertheless shall use t
word accept, since ‘not reject’ is awkward, but with the qualification that accept
really means not reject in the case of the Hinich Gaussianity test.
First consider the small silmple results in Table 1. Gaussianity is rejected in
case III. The Gaussianity test results arc also dramatic in case V. In that case
‘acceptance’ of Gaussianity is very strong. Regarding the linearity test, again the
most dramatic case is case V. in which linearity is very strongly accepted. Since
case V is the linear process. the fact that both Gaussianity and linearity are most
strongly accepted in that case is a favorable result for the Hinich test.

Lack of third-order nonlinear dependence is accepted in each of the cases, II,
111, and IV, but in a less extreme manner than with the linear process, V. That
conclusion is correct in cases II and IV, but not in case III. The Gaussianity test
results are especially mixed in those three cases, with a very strong (and correct)
rejection in case III and a marginal ‘Pcceptancc’ in casts II and IV.35
The results with case I may seem to be surprising, since case I is the purely
deterministic and chaotic Feigenbaum map. Despite the deep nonlinearity of
that generating mechanism, and despite the fact that no noise was introduced
into that data, the Hinich test accepted linearity and weakly accepted Ciaussianity, although the acceptances were not as dramatic as with the linear process,
case V. However, an explanation does exist. The bispectrum test is known to
have low power against certain forms of chaos that produce irregular and widely
spaced spikes in the bispcctrum. Such singular spikes can be difficult for the
Hinich test statistic to detect, although those become evident from visual
inspection of the bispectrum. See, e.g., Ashley and Patterson (1989, p. 690). Our
case I data were produced from a chaotic map that Ashley and Patterson have
found to generate a form of chaos that is difficult for the bispectrum test to
detect without direct inspection of the bispectrum plot itself. Since we structured
this competition in the form of a controlled competition, we did not permit the
use of such informal inspection of plots as a means of generating conclusions.
We insisted that the bispectrum test results be based solely upon the use of the
scalar Hinich test statistic.
Now consider the large sample results in Table 2. Again the clearest result is
the acceptance of linearity and Gaussianity in case V, which indeed was
produced from a Gaussian, linear process. In the other cases, the results are
similar to those with the small sample, but stronger. In particular, the test
continues not to detect the nonlinearity in the chaotic data, but now very
strongly rejects Gaussianity. In the nonchaotic nonlinear cases, II-IV, the test
correctly concludes that ARCH and GARCH do not exhibit third-order nonlinear dependence, but incorrectly accepts lack of third-order nonlinear dependence in case III, although only marginally. However, with the larger sample the
test correctly and strongly rejects Gaussianity with the GARCH data and very
strongly rejects Gaussianity with the ARCH and nonlinear moving average
data.
It appears that a rejection of linearity with the Hinich test would provide very
dramatic support for the conclusion of nonlinearity, but acceptance of the null
of linearity with that test provides only weak support for the linearity, since the
test, as currently constructed, actually tests the broader null of absence of
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power

1995)

against

and
those

Walden
alternatives.
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Williams

(1993)

regarding

the

third-order nonlinear dependence. Hence if ‘linearity~ is acce ted with that test,
further testing by other means would seem to be in order.3h
9.3. Resu!ts

with

the

BDS test

Results with the BDS test are reported in Tables 3 and 4. The data were
prewhitened by Box-Jenkins estimation of an ARI A model, as a means of
removing linear dependence. Hence, with the exception of case V, the B
with the large samples appears to be detecting nonlinearity in all of o
series. In addition, the rejection of linearity in case I is extreme. This is a very
favorable result for the BDS test, since case V was the only linear case, and case
1 is the chaotic Feigenbaum map data.
The results are similar with the smaller sample in the two extreme cases of
linearity and chaos, but not as successful in the nonchaotic nonlinear cases.
particular the test’s results with the small sample are ambiguous in all of t
nonchaotic nonlinear cases, since the test statistic is too unstable against
variation of the embedding dimension in those cases to produce an unambiguous conclusion. However. the rejection of linearity with the chaotic case I data
remains extremely strong, and the acceptance of linearity with the case
V ARMA data is fairly clear, although some ambiguity is introduced by the
result at WI= 6.
In both the small sample and large sample cases, the evidence of nonlinearity
is stronger with the ARCH data than with the GARCH data. Although this
result is somewhat surprising, the Kaplan test produced the same conclusion, as
discussed below. Perhaps both tests have somewhat higher power against
ARCH than GARCH.
These resuits are consistent with the prior findings of high power of the BDS
test against a vast class of nonlinear alternatives. Evidently the test is triggered
by any evidence of nonlinearity in the data. If the null is rejected, other tests
should be used to permit the class of relevant alternatives to be narrowed. If the
null is accepted, there is little point to continue further, since an acceptance of
linearity by the BDS test is a strong result.
Much of the Monte Carlo research that has been published on the BDS test
(e.g., Hsieh and Le Baron (1991)) has emphasized the pretesting issue and the
potential dependence of the properties of the test on the prior linear filter. The
results in Tables 3 and 4 suggest that the past emphasis on those concerns was
well directed, since the prior linear filter selected in both the large sample and
small sample linear case (case V) was not correct. Some of the test’s sensitivity to
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that regard, an important
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above.

new related test in the time domain has been proposed
we have not included
that newer test in this competition.

by Hin~ch

Table
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Reject linearity
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nonlinearity could be a result of remaining linear dynamics in the data.
ever, the BDS test in this competition did successfully accept linearity in the
linear cases, despite the fact that the test’s prior linear filter in the linear cases
was never estimated to bc the correct AR
In short, the BDS test and the Hinich
While a rejection of linearity is a dramat
is not easily triggered, the BDS test’s null is rejected over a vast range of
alternatives.

With the NEGM Lyapunov exponent test, the GCV estimates of the parameter triple, (L. (1, cl), are displayed in Table 5. The dominant Lyapunov
exponent estimates are provided in Table 6. According to this test. only case
I appears chaotic. The same conclusion was reached with both the large and the
small sample. This result is very favorable for the NEGM test. since case 1 is the
only case of chaotic data. Since the test is a test of chaos rather than of general
nonlinearity, comparisons among the results with cases 11~IV are not meaningful, aside from the fact that the test correctly recognized the fact that the
nonlinearity in that data was not chaotic. Figs. 1 and 2 indicate the sensitivity of
the Lyapunov exponent estimate to variations in the parameters for case 1. See
Section 6.3 for details of the construction and interpretation of those plots.
The NEGM sensitivity plots for the small sample chaotic case, case I, are
displayed in Fig. I. According to Table 5. the GCV estimate for (t, rl) with the
small sample Feigenbaum data is (1. 1). Observing the box corresponding to
(L. d) = (1, 1) in Fig. 1, we see that the entire range of the box is above zero.
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Hence the inference of &ass is robust to variations in the parameter vector
U within the 20 cases selected by the nested iteration. Furthermore, observe t
the inference of positive Lyapunov exponent is robust to an increase in either the
time lag, L, or the number of lags, (1, but not to a simultaneous increase in both.
If (I and L are simultaneously increased by 1, so that (L, d) = (2,3), the sign of the
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dominant Lyapunov exponent becomes heavily dcpendcnt upon the parameter
vector (1. While the use of the neural ne! method has some instability (and
thereby robustness) problems. the stability of that approach is superior to that of
the other methods that have been considered in this context.J7 We do not supply
the analogous plot for the large sample Feigenbaum data, since the large and
small sample plots are similar in that case.
Fol. comparison, the NEGM sensitivity plots are supplied in Fig. 2 for the
large sample ARlMA data. According to Table 5, the GCV estimate for (L. d)
with the small sample case V data is (1,3). Observing the box corresponding to
(L, cl) = (1.3) in Fig. 2, we see that the entire range of the box is below zero.
Furthermore, observe that the full range of every box for each setting of(L, tl) in
that plot is negative. Clearly there is not evidence of chaos in the large sample
ARIMA data. The small sample ARIMA data produced a similar plot.

The results with White’s tat, displayed in Table 7, provide clear evidence
against the hypothesis of Iinearity in the mean of the growth rate data in case I,

.I’ This

fact

is well

est;a!4ishcd

in Nychka

et 01. (1992).
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which was the chaotic Feigenbaum data. The strength of that conclusion is
evident from the fact that the critical value of the test at the 0.05 level is 5.99.
with rejection for values of the test statistic exceeding that critical value. In that
case, White’s test strongly rejected linearity in the mean with both the small
sample size and the large sample. The test correctly accepted hnearity in the
mean with both the small sample and the large sample of the AR
and
GARCH processes. Although ARCH and GARCH are nonlinear p
sses,
they arc linear in the mean.
In the case of the nonlinear moving average data, White’s test was able to
reject linearity with the large sample, but not with the small sample. The
converse happened with the linear ARMA data. In that case, White’s test
correctly accepted linearity with the small sample, but then rejected linearity
with the large sample. The rejection of linearity in the large sample ARMA case
is a tmzzling failure of the test.
The direction in which the test looks for nonlinearitics is chosen at random. To obtain a feel for the variability inherent in the test itself, White’s
test was replicated 50 times on each time series. The results are summa~~ed
in Table 8. The table focuses on the location as well as the spread of the
realizations of the test statistic with each data series. The outcome of the
replication experiment implies substantial robustness to the randomly selected
direction. In particular, the strong rejection of linearity in the Feigenbaum case
continues to hold over the entire range of the test statistic in both the small
sample and large sample case. Similarly the acceptance of linearity in the
sample ARIMA case holds over the entire range of the test statistic within
replications.
The test statistic for series V in Table 7 with the large sample is slightly outside
the range reported for that generating model with the large sample in Table 8.
While odd, this result nevertheless does not represent a contradiction, since the
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in producing Table 8.
9.6. Results with Kaplan ‘s test

The null hypothesis for Kaplan’s test is linearity of the process. The results
with Kaplan’s test are displayed in Tables 9 and 10. The test was successful in all
cases, including all generating models and all sample sizes. Based upon the very
low tail area of the test in the case of the Feigenbaum map, Kaplan’s test ap
to have very strong power against chaos and hence can bc expected not to
accept linearity when the data is chaotic. However, the test in its current form
can either accept of reject linearity, but cannot accept chaos, which is not the
test’s null hypothesis In that sense the model is similar to the BDS test, althougb
the success rate of Kaplan’s test in this competition exceeded that of the
test.
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Observe the somewhat stronger rejection of linearity in the ARCH case than
in the GARCH case. Perhaps the Kaplan test may have somewhat higher power
against ARCH than against GARCH. The same result was acquired with the
BDS test.
IO. Conclusions

We find some consistency in our inferences across methods of inference,
although there are some clear differences among the power functions of the tests.
It is possible that greater robustness across inference methods might be attained
at much greater sample size, although the results with the 2000 observation
sample size probably capture much of the characteristics of the tests with large
samples. ” None of these tests, which are among the best of the available tests
for nonlinearity and chaos in noisy data, has the ability to isolate the origins of
the nonlinearity or chaos to be within the structure of the economy. These tests,
which do not condition upon any particular economic structure, could detect
deterministic nonlinear or chaotic ~:~a:her conditions that are transmitted to
economic variables through a linear economic structure, as emphasized recently
by Day (1992).
Two considerations are important in interpreting the diflerences in the results
among some of these tests. One consideration is the differences in the power
functions over alternatives, for fixed null. The other considerati:.jn is the differences in null hypotheses of each test. The latter consideration produces a degree
of noncomparability of the tests and the possibility that some of the tests could
be used jointly. For example, the bispectrum test has no power against those
forms of nonlinearity that produce flat bispectrum and non-flat higher order
polyspectra. Hence the ‘linearity’ hypothesis usually viewed as the null of the test
actually is correctly interpreted as lack of third-order nonlinear dependence. In
fact the bispectrum test also has low power againat those forms of chaos that
produce irregular and widely spaced spikes in the bispectrum. Such singular and
widely spaced spikes can be difXcult for the Hinich test statistic to detect,
although the spikes become evident from visual inspection of the bispectrum.39
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much Iargcr
samples
arc common
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and in some of our results
there is
evidence
that the large sample may not be large enough.
For example.
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test in one case did
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are still being seen with the 2000 observation
data. and an even larger
results

that small sample properties
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‘“See. e.g .. Ashley rind Patterson
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fact that the test is based upon only the 80th quantilc
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distribution
function.
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more quantilcs.
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using all of the quantiles,
could raisr power.

Some of the ‘competing’ tests could be viewed as complementary, rather than
competing. Using all of them jointly can produce deeper insight into the nature
of the nonlinearity that may exist in the data.“’ In particular, the
Kaplan tests are omnibus tests that test linearity against all possible alternatives
to exact linearity. Those tests seem to be very sensitive to departures from
linearity, and the values of the test statistic for the BDS test were dramatically
convincing in the extreme cases of linearity and chaos. The Kaplan test’s
characteristics appear to be similar to those of the BDS test, although the
Kaplan test is newer, and its properties have not yet been as extensively
investigated as those of the BDS test. However, it is noteworthy to observe that
in our experiments the Kaplan test, unlike the BDS test, got the right answer in
every case, with both the large and small samples. Hence it would seem that the
BDS or Kaplan test, or perhaps both tests, could be the first test run to rule out
the narrowest null of exact linearity.
If linearity is rejected with the BDS and Kaplan test, it becomes reasonable
to use more focused tests to try to distinguish among the possible forms of
nonlinearity. For example, the bispectral test could be used to distinguish
between third-order nonlinear dependence and other forms of nonlinearity*
if linearity already has been rejected by the BDS or Kaplan test. White’s
test has very high power against chaos and can be used to distinguish
among those nonlinear processes that are nonlinear in the mean (s
the NLMA) and those that are not (such as ARCH and GARCH).
before proceeding to the NEGM test, which is focused specifically on chaos as
the null, White’s test could be run. If linearity is rejected with White’s test, the
computationally difficult and very focused NEGM test becomes well worth
running.
If used jointly in this manner, problems of pretesting arise, including yuestions regarding statistical significance of tests run conditionally upon the results
of prior tests. Nevertheless, we believe that few alternatives currently exist to
sequential learning from data in that manner, since many specific forms of
nonlinear structure are worth investigating, including chaos. Simply rejecting
linearity is not likely to exhaust the useful information in the data about
nonlinear structure.
Finally it should be observed that we have by no means exhausted all possible
inter,esting cases in our competition. F’or example, the competition would have
benefited from the inclusion of (1) a higher dimensional case to permit investigation of the properties of the order determination algorithm used in some of the
tests, (2) an even larger sample to permit determination of whether or not the
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2000 observation case was large enough to support the use of asymptotic
inference, and (3) the inclusion of a noisy chaotic case. But the computational
burdens upon the participants in this competition were already pressing the
limits that could reasonably be expected of those courageous enough to subject
their tests to this professionally risky competition.
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